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There has been some talk about waging a decisive and logical action to
greet humanity in a public arena and let them decide for themselves
what it is that is real and what we offer to them. There is speculation
that it would offer humanity a fair and opportunistic moment to decide
for themselves if we truly exist, which we do. Some may feel that to
get this information out into the open and allow the cards to lay where
they lay is the best step forward, but I beg to differ.
We have observed humanity for millennia ... for millennia and more.
We have observed how humanity typically responds to change and
announcements of such large proportion ... and it is seldom ever well.
Change comes to humanity as a painful emotion and sense of loss,
great fear and suspicion. This is the last thing we want to create.
Thus we must move slowly, ever so slowly crack the door open enough
to say hello, but not so much as to suggest we have already stepped
through it and entered your home. We must come as invited guests to
do the work we are honor-bound to partake in. We have many ties to
humanity and will not allow them to fall to the wayside just because
humanity is still taking time to accept the fact that they have distant
cousins.
This lengthy sojourn must not end without giving humanity a fair
chance to review what we have to offer and then decide what they
would like to work together on. Thus we will endeavor in ways we
know and feel to be cautious and un-reactionary. We deem ourselves
friendly cousins and will abide to behave as such, although how
cousins are received differs from culture to culture. Our task is simple
in that manner, for we must keep to the laws of nature and freewill
and help where we are wanted to help. We will wait until asked –
always.
All of humanity has its place in this time to set a mark upon history
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and the making of the next civilization. We can only guide you to do
so, but as you must take the steps and do the action, we cannot follow
suit to help until you do, until you take the first step, until you invite
us to. These stipulations protect humanity from becoming reliant on
our services and guidance to the point where they expect us to lead,
to decide, to provide a quick solution that they simply follow. This we
cannot do.
Humanity has much wisdom amongst its seekers of truth. They are not
sufficiently honored and recognized, but they are there for those who
will listen. These types of people make great advisors to the leaders of
humanity and through this type of partnership the world will set out on
a new course of governance, a new governance that is, firstly, selfreliant at the decision point.
As this partnership grows, so will the collective work to foster this
great cycle of the ages and bring in a new and better standard of living
to bolster the heart of all. As humanity makes wiser choices for the
bulk of its people, the bulk will be uplifted from uncertainty and
gripping poverty. All must be able to strive, not just survive. Please
allow this to happen, please allow all of humanity to reach its potential
and heights.
Thank you.
Sirius Minor *
(from Sirius)
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